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                                     05-06 MUSTANG STAINLESS DOORSILLS 
                                        PART#MGDS500 or #MGDS501 patent pending 
 

 
                                              INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
PARTS INCLUDED: 
2-STAINLESS OUTER DOORSILLS 
2-STAINLESS INNER SILL PLATES 
2-STRIPS CHROME TRIM 
2-ADHESIVE PROMOTER PACKS 
 
 
Your new doorsills come to you with a protective liner. Do not remove liner until 
installation is complete. 
 

1. Scrub the top and side of the factory doorsill and top of the inner doorsill 
first with soap and water to remove any loose dirt, and then scrub the areas 
to be mounted with household rubbing alcohol. Be sure to wipe off any and 
all residues. Once your surfaces have been prepared carefully swipe the same 
areas once using the adhesive promoter provided. 

 
 

2. Once your surface is properly prepared place the new outer doorsill into 
position and make note of its position at this time also check to see if any 
minor adjustments need to be made so that your doorsill conforms to the 
shape of the factory sill. PLEASE REFER TO PICTURE FOR PROPER 
SILL PLACEMENT. If adjustments are necessary simply form by hand so 
that your new sill fits into the factory doorsill without forcing. Once you have 
achieved a nice contoured fit simply remove the release liner from the 
attachment tape on the underside of the sill and firmly press into position. 

 
 

3. You have been provided with a length of fine chrome trim. Use this trim to 
close the gap at the top edge of the new stainless sill and the factory sill. Start 
to peel the liner from the chrome molding placing the molding directly to the 
factory sill against the new stainless sill peeling the liner as your press firmly 
to set the trim along the length. Cut away any excess trim with a razor blade 
being careful not to cut the plastic sill.  
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4. You have been provided with a brushed stainless inner sill plate. Gently and 
accurately form this sill by hand so that it conforms to the top shape of the 
factory sill. Once this sill has been properly shaped simply peel the release 
liner and press firmly into position. Remove the protective liner and repeat 
steps 1-4 for the opposite side. 

 
 

                           
 
If any questions occur during installation, please contact American Car Craft at 727 

857-1151. 

Thank you and enjoy your new purchase. 

Note: Care must be taken when cleaning your doorsills. It is a good idea to lightly 
dust your sills with a clean soft cloth first in order to prevent any particles from 
scratching them. Then wipe (using a new clean soft cloth) with a good quality streak 
free glass cleaner. 
 


